Negation is intrinsic to human thinking and most of the time when searching for something, we base our patterns on both positive and negative conditions. This should be naturally reflected in software that provide pattern-based searches. We would like for example to specify that we search for white cars that are not station wagons, or that we search for a list of objects that does not contain two identical elements.
Introduction
Pattern matching is a widely spread concept in everyday life as well as in computer science. Whenever we search for something, we build a so-called pattern which is a structured object that specifies the features we are interested in. We usually specify some characteristics of the objects we want to match (like the color white for example) but we are often in the case where we want to exclude certain characteristics: for instance we would like to specify that we search for white cars that are not station wagons.
We study in this paper the notion of anti-patterns, as patterns that may contain complement symbols, denoted by . Consider the following situation: we have a search engine for watches, where watches are specified using three properties: case material (steel, gold, plastic, etc.) , bracelet material (leather, steel, etc.) and brand (Rolex, Cartier, etc.) . In this setting, the anti-pattern watch(steel, leather, Rolex) would denote all the Rolex watches that have a steel case and the bracelet is not made of leather, while watch(steel, leather, Rolex) would select the watches that are not Rolexes with steel case and leather bracelet. Things get more interesting when using nested complement symbols: watch(steel, steel, Rolex) expresses that we search for a watch that does not have both the case and the bracelet made of steel; but in the case the watch is a Rolex, we do not care about the other characteristics. Using disjunctions, this is equivalent with watch(steel, steel, ) ∨ watch ( , , Rolex) , where the can be given any value. Although non-linearity 1 inside a negative context is a difficult problem, rarely addressed in current pattern matching-based languages, it can be very practical for searching objects that do not have identical values for different characteristics. For instance, the antipattern watch(x, x, ) would select the watches that do not have the same material for the case and the bracelet. If we also specify the type, watch(x, x, Rolex) should be read: any watch which is not a Rolex or one that has different case and bracelet material.
The anti-patterns offer a compact and expressive representation for sets of terms. Their novelty consists in introducing the complement symbol directly into patterns, therefore allowing one to match explicitly against this new construct. This leads to many applications, in particular for programming languages and for symbolic computation. On one side, this gives a very appropriate and intuitive solution for building extensions for expressing negative conditions in languages that offer pattern matching facilities, such as most of the functional programming languages (Ml, Caml, Haskell, etc.) and rulebased languages (Elan, Maude, Tom, Asf+Sdf, Stratego, etc.) . Anti-patterns introduce a new form of querying language that can be applied for instance to fact extraction in programs or XML documents.
On the other side, because of the natural and convenient way the "default case" can be expressed with anti-patterns, this notion is very useful for describing the semantics of (programming) languages. For instance, the semantics of the classical match constructs Email addresses: Horatiu.Cirstea@loria.fr (Horatiu Cirstea), Claude.Kirchner@inria.fr (Claude Kirchner), Radu.Kopetz@loria.fr (Radu Kopetz), Pierre-Etienne.Moreau@loria.fr (Pierre-Etienne Moreau) . 1 If a variable appears more than once in a pattern, the pattern is called non-linear.
of functional languages can be formalized and analyzed using rewrite rules; the "default case" corresponds in such an approach to nothing else but the negation of the other patterns. Since their introduction, we have intensively used the notion of anti-pattern, both for programming and for reasoning on program properties.
The use of several nested complement symbols can be cumbersome in some cases, especially for new users. But we can easily imagine scenarios where anti-patterns could be generated, for instance when translating a given language into semantically equivalent rewrite rules. When used in a programming language, syntactic sugar can be provided for several constructs that are translated into anti-patterns during the compilation process (like a built-in AllEqual constraint for instance). Another case when they could be generated would be search engines: the user visually choosing some characteristics and excluding others would lead to the creation of complex anti-patterns. For instance, Google has an option where we can specify what words we do not want the result pages to contain. This could possibly be extended to "pages that do not contain the words word1 and word2, except if they also contain word3 " which corresponds to an anti-pattern with two nested symbols. The advantage of generating anti-patterns for several constructs would be that the matchings for all these constructs can be later solved (or compiled) in a uniform way, by a single anti-pattern matching algorithm.
Anti-patterns have been introduced in (Kirchner et al., 2007 (Kirchner et al., , 2008 and the main contributions of the paper are to give a unified and detailed presentation, including proofs, of:
• the notion of anti-patterns together with their semantics both in the case of the empty theory as well as when the constituent symbols have an arbitrary equational theory associated; • the notion of matching anti-patterns against terms; • a rule-based matching algorithm for AU theory (associativity with a unit);
• a method for translating any anti-pattern matching problem into a classical equational one, which we prove sound and complete; • an algorithm for solving syntactic anti-pattern matching using a subset of the disunification rules; • a proof that the syntactic anti-pattern matching is unitary, which is very convenient from a programming point of view; • more adequate approaches (than disunification) for solving general anti-pattern matching problems exemplified on the AU theory.
Outline
Section 2 presents the use of anti-patterns in the Tom language, together with other scenarios where they could be employed. Section 3 introduces the general concepts that are used along the paper. Section 4 presents the syntax and the semantics of anti-patterns. Section 5 provides pattern matching algorithms both for the syntactical and the AU case. Section 6 proposes several algorithms for solving anti-pattern matching problems. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes.
Although we will make precise our main notations, we assume that the reader is familiar with the standard notions of algebraic rewrite systems, for example presented in (Baader and Nipkow, 1998) and rule-based unification algorithms, see e.g. (Jouannaud and Kirchner, 1991) .
Anti-patterns in practice
The most obvious usage of anti-patterns is in a language that provides patternmatching, like all the functional languages, including Tom (Moreau et al., 2003; Balland et al., 2007) , OCaml (Leroy, 2008) , Scala (Odersky, 2008) , etc. Since it is the use of the language Tom that issued the need for negative conditions, we feel that the utility of anti-patterns is best understood by looking at some examples from this language. Therefore we present in this section the anti-patterns through some examples, and we finally explore some other possible scenarios where they could be employed.
Enhancing the pattern-matching capabilities of Tom
The main purpose of the Tom language is to add pattern matching capabilities, a well known feature of functional languages, to imperative languages like C or Java. Pattern matching, a central concept in rewriting theory, is extremely useful when implementing applications that perform data transformation or data analysis. Application domains can range from simplification of formulae and query optimizations to program analysis. In this context, expressing negative conditions is a real need that most of the time is performed with quite ad-hoc solutions, like if-then-else instructions. Anti-patterns are a very proper way to respond to this need, and in this section we present through some examples how they are integrated in the Tom language. In the following we consider Java as the underlying implementation language.
One of the main constructs of Tom is %match, which is parametrized by an object and contains a list of rules. The left-hand sides of the rules are pattern matching conditions, and the right-hand sides are Java statements. Like standard switch/case construct, patterns are evaluated from top to bottom, firing each action (i.e. right-hand side) whose corresponding left-hand side matches the object given as argument. For instance, suppose that we have a class Car, with the attributes exteriorColor, interiorColor and type, all of type String. Given an object subject, if it is of type Car, and its exterior color is red we want to print its type. If the type is hybrid, print the exterior color:
In the above example, type and extColor are variables. The symbol _ represents an anonymous variable that stands for anything.
In order to support anti-patterns, we enriched the syntax of the Tom patterns to allow the use of the operator "!" (that expresses " " in the Tom language). Therefore, now we can write the following patterns: %match(subject) { Car(!"red",_,type) -> { print("A car that is not red of type:" + type); } !Car("red",_,_) -> { print("Not a red car"); } !Car("red",_,!"hybrid") -> { print("Either not a red car or a hybrid one"); } !Car(x,x,"hybrid") -> { print("Not a hybrid car with same i/e colors "); } } We do not impose any restriction on the use of ! (non-linearity as well as any nesting level of ! are allowed). Without the use of anti-patterns, one would be forced to verify additional conditions in the action part, which renders the code quite illegible. For example, the previous %match should have been written:
print("A car that is not red of type:" + type); } } x -> { %match(x) { Car("red",_,_) -> { break; /* don't do anything */ } _ -> { print("Not a red car"); } } } y -> { %match(y) { Car(_,_,"hybrid") -> { print("Either not a red car or a hybrid one"); } Car("red",_,_) -> { break; /* don't do anything */ } _ -> { print("Either not a red car or a hybrid one"); } } } z -> { %match(z) { Car(x,x,"hybrid") -> { break; /* don't do anything */ } _ -> { print("Not a hybrid car with same int/ext colors "); } } } } Besides matching simple objects, Tom can also match lists of objects. This is a very useful feature, as it is quite often the case when the data that we manipulate is organized in lists. This is true for any query over a database, which returns a list of results, or the XML documents that can be seen as lists of nodes.
As we will detail in the next sections, the list matching we are interested in is a special form of associative matching with neutral element. For more details, the reader is invited to refer to (Jouannaud and Kirchner, 1991) for a discussion on unification and matching in equational theories, and to (Kutsia, 2008) for a discussion on flat matching.
Terms
In this section we recall or introduce some of the concepts that will be used along this paper.
Syntax, substitutions and semantics
A signature F is a set of function symbols, each one having a fixed arity associated to it. We denote constants as a, b, c, . . ., and variables as x, y, z, . . . The set of variables is denoted X .
Definition 1 (Syntax of terms). Given F and X , the syntax of a term is defined as follows:
where x ∈ X , f ∈ F and the arity is respected.
The set of terms built from a given finite set F of function symbols is denoted T (F, X ). A term t is said to be linear if no variable occurs more than once in t. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t). If Var(t) is empty, t is called a ground term and T (F) is the set of ground terms.
Let N + be the set of positive naturals and N * + the corresponding monoid with neutral element Λ and the concatenation operator ".". For all m, n ∈ N * + , m is a prefix of n, denoted by m ≤ n, if it exists n ∈ N * + such that n = m.n . A term (seen as a tree) is an application t from a non-empty part Pos(t) of N * + to F ∪ X such that Pos(t) is closed under prefix (i.e. if ω ∈ Pos(t), then all prefixes of ω belong to Pos(t)) and for all m ∈ Pos(t) and any i ∈ N + , m.i ∈ Pos(t) if and only if t(m) = f ∈ F and 1 ≤ i ≤ arity(f ). Pos(t) is called the set of positions of t.
The subterm u of a term t at position ω is denoted t |ω , where ω describes the path from the root of t to the root of u. Note that t(ω) denotes the root symbol of t |ω . We denote by t[u] ω the term obtained by replacing the subterm of t at position ω with u. Positions are ordered using the lexicographic extension of the usual order over naturals. We have thus 1.2 < 1.3 and Λ < 1. Notice that ω 1 < ω 2 if ω 1 is a prefix of ω 2 .
A substitution σ is a function from X to T (F, X ), denoted σ = {x 1 → t 1 , . . . , x k → t k } when its domain Dom(σ) is finite. It is called ground if σ : X → T (F). This function uniquely extends to an endomorphism σ : T (F, X ) → T (F, X ) defined by:
(
The set of substitutions is denoted Σ. To simplify the notations, we may write σt instead of σ(t) and we do not make the distinction between σ and σ . In the following, σ will be used to denote both.
The composition of two substitutions σ and θ, written σθ, is also a substitution defined by σθ(t) = σ(θ(t)).
Definition 2 (Grounding substitution
2 ). Given a term t, a substitution σ is called a grounding substitution for t if σ(t) ∈ T (F). The set of grounding substitutions for t is denoted GS(t).
Definition 3 (Ground semantics of terms). The ground semantics of a term t ∈ T (F, X ) is the set of all its ground instances: t = {σ(t) | σ ∈ GS(t)}.
Example 4.
(1) a = {a}, for a a constant, (2) x = T (F), for any variable x,
Matching equations
Given a set Ax of axioms of the form l = r with l, r ∈ T (F, X ) and with the variables of l, r implicitly universally quantified over T (F, X ), an equational step is a pair of terms (s, t) such that there exists an axiom l = r in Ax, a position ω in s and a substitution σ such that s |ω = σl and t = s[σr] ω . This is also denoted by s Ax ←→ t or simply by s ←→ t when there is no ambiguity. An equational theory E induced by a set of axioms Ax over T (F, X ) is defined as the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of Ax ←→. In the following (s, t) ∈ E will be denoted as s = E t.
For an equational theory E, an E-matching equation (matching equation for short) is of the form p ≺ ≺ E t, where p, t are terms and p is called a pattern.
Given the terms p ∈ T (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the substitution σ is an E-solution of the E-matching equation p ≺ ≺ E t if σ(p) = E t, and it is called an E-match from p to t. When E is the empty theory, the matching between p and t, denoted p ≺ ≺ t is called syntactic matching.
As we will see in the next sections, when solving matching problems the initial matching equation is decomposed in several simpler matching equations grouped into the so-called matching systems. These systems are built out of matching equations whose variables are potentially quantified and using conjunctions, disjunctions and negations similar to the ones of predicate logic. We will see that although the right-hand sides of the matching equations are not necessarily ground they are always closed (the potential variables in the right-hand sides are always existentially quantified). The matching systems and the corresponding sets of solutions are formally defined in Section 5.
Given an equational theory E and two sets of terms A and B, we consider as usual that:
(1) t ∈ E A iff there exists t ∈ A such that t = E t ; (2) A ⊆ E B iff for all t ∈ A we have t ∈ E B;
A binary operator f is called associative if it satisfies the axiom f (f (x, y), z) = f (x, f (y, z)) and commutative if f (x, y) = f (y, x). A binary operator can have neutral elements -symbols of arity zero: e f is a left neutral operator for f if f (e f , x) = x; e f is a right neutral operator for f if f (x, e f ) = x; e f is a neutral or unit operator for f if it is a left and right neutral operator for f . We say that f is A (or AU) when f is associative (or associative with unit).
We call presentation of an equational theory E any set of axioms equivalent with the ones of E, i.e. any set of axioms that induces the respective theory. A theory E is called syntactic (Kirchner, 1986; Kirchner and Klay, 1990) if there exists a finite presentation S of the theory E such that any equational theorem can be proved using at most one application of an equational axiom of S at the top occurrence. For instance, the associativity is syntactic, because any A-equality can be proved with at most one application of the associativity axiom at the top symbol (see Klay (1992) for more details).
An equational theory E is regular if s = E t implies Var(s) = Var(t), for all s, t ∈ T (F, X ). In the rest of this paper we consider only regular theories.
Anti-terms and their semantics
This section introduces the anti-terms. We start by presenting their syntax, and we study how substitutions are applied. We further provide the semantics of anti-terms in the simplest case, i.e. when the symbols have no theory associated. When anti-terms contain symbols that have an equational theory associated, we call them anti-terms modulo, and we detail their semantics.
We extend the classical notions of matching equations and matching systems by allowing the left-hand side of the match equations to be anti-terms. When anti-terms are used in matching equations, we usually call them anti-patterns, and we often refer to these equations as anti-pattern matching equations. We study their solutions in the case of syntactic anti-patterns, and we then generalize to anti-patterns modulo.
Syntax and substitutions
Definition 5 (Syntax of anti-terms). Given F and X , the syntax of an anti-term is defined as follows:
where x ∈ X , f ∈ F and the arity is respected. The set of anti-terms is denoted AT (F, X ) (resp. AT (F) for ground anti-terms). Notice that any term is an anti-term, i.e. T (F, X ) ⊆ AT (F, X ).
For example, if x, y, z denote variables, a, b, c constants, f, g two function symbols of arity 2 and 1, the following expressions are anti-terms:
The symbol should be seen as any other function symbol in the structure of an antiterm. We therefore have for a term f (x, y)(Λ) = f , f (x, y)(1) = x, and for an anti-term
Definition 6 (Free variables). The free variables of an anti-term q are defined inductively by:
, with the arity of f equal to n. We denote by NFVar(q) = Var(q) \ F Var(q) the set of variables that are not free in an anti-term q.
Example 7. Assuming that a is a constant and f is binary, we have:
Definition 8 (Substitutions on anti-terms). A substitution σ uniquely extends to an endomorphism σ on AT (F, X ) whose scope is explicitly restricted to the set of free variables of the anti-term on which it is applied:
In what follows we omit the set ∆ whenever is clear from the context.
Example 9. Note that substitutions are active only on the free variables of the terms they are applied on:
The notion of grounding substitutions is also extended to anti-terms. A substitution σ is called a grounding substitution for the anti-term t if FVar(σ(t)) = ∅. For instance, σ = {x → a} is a grounding substitution for f (x, y).
Semantics of syntactic anti-terms
Intuitively, the semantics of the complement of a term represents the complement of its semantics with respect to T (F). Therefore, the complement of a variable x denotes
In the following we extend this intuition to complements of complements (i.e. nested antipatterns), as well as complements which occur in subterms, and we formally define the semantics of an anti-term.
Definition 10 (Ground semantics of anti-terms). The ground semantics of any anti-term q ∈ AT (F, X ) is defined recursively in the following way:
where z is a fresh variable and for all ω < ω, q(ω ) = .
Example 11.
(1) all terms different from a:
(2) all terms:
watches with a steel case and a leather bracelet but not Rolexes:
\ {watch(steel, leather, Rolex)} (4) no cars with the same exterior and interior color (either cars with different colors or trucks, buses,. . .):
)} note the crucial use of non-linearity to denote any term except those rooted by car with identical subterms, The second condition of Definition 10 is essential (∀ω < ω, q(ω ) = ). It prevents replacing a subterm by a fresh variable inside a complemented context (i.e. below a ), which would lead to counter-intuitive situations. For instance, without this condition, for g( a) we would have had g( a) = g(z) \ g(a) = ∅.
Semantics of anti-terms modulo
When terms, respectively anti-terms, contain symbols with regular equational theories associated, their semantics change. Since we consider here only regular theories, the notion of grounding substitution does not change:
We further define terms and anti-terms semantics modulo an arbitrary equational theory E, that does not contain the symbol .
Definition 12 (Ground semantics of terms modulo). Given an equational theory E and t ∈ T (F, X ), the ground semantics of t modulo E is defined as:
Therefore, the ground semantics of t modulo E is the set of all the ground terms that can be computed from the ground semantics of t by applying the axioms of E.
Definition 13 (Ground semantics of anti-terms modulo). Given q ∈ AT (F, X ) and an equational theory E, the ground semantics of q modulo E is defined recursively in the following way:
When E is the empty theory, this definition specializes to Definition 10. However, in the equational case a direct adaptation of Definition 10 cannot be used. Consider the term f ( a, x), where f is A. This intuitively denotes the terms that are equal modulo A to a term whose first subterm is different from a, like f (a, f (b, c)) for instance. Suppose we use Definition 10 to compute the ground semantics, we would get f (z, x) A \ f (a, x) A , which does not contain the term f (a, f (b, c)). This happens because giving different values to x and applying the A axioms differently on the two terms, we obtain different term structures in the two sets. But this is not the intuitive semantics of anti-terms. The second case of Definition 13 prevents exactly these types of situations, by first instantiating the variables before computing the ground semantics and thus splitting the term semantics in a set difference. For instance, choosing σ = {x → c} and later {z → f (a, b)}, the above example respects the intuition.
Example 14. Let us consider a signature F consisting of three constants a, b, c and an A symbol f of arity 2. Then, we have
(1) the set of terms that are equal modulo A to terms that start with f and whose first subterm is different from a:
. .} (2) the complement of the set in the previous example:
3) the set of terms that are not equal modulo A to terms starting with f and having two equal arguments:
The simple examples in Example 11 and 14 show that anti-terms provide a compact and expressive representation for the sets of terms. A nice property can be easily derived:
Proposition 15. For any t ∈ AT (F, X ) and E, we have t E = t E .
Matching syntactic anti-patterns
When considering syntactic patterns, a matching equation p ≺ ≺ t has a solution when there exists a ground substitution σ such that σ(p) = t or equivalently when the set {σ | t ∈ σ(p) , with σ ∈ GS(p)} is a singleton. This extends naturally to anti-patterns with the difference that this set is not necessarily a singleton.
Definition 16 (Solutions of anti-pattern matching). For all q ∈ AT (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the solutions of the anti-pattern matching equation q ≺ ≺ t are:
Remember that by Definition 8, the substitutions apply only on free variables. Also note that for p ∈ T (F, X ) and σ ∈ GS(p), we have σ(p) = {σ(p)}; this is not always true for the anti-patterns. Take for example f (x, b), and σ = {x → a}: the set σ(f (x, b)) = f (a, b)) has more than one element, as we saw in Example 11. We give in what follows some examples anti-pattern matching equations and the corresponding solutions:
Example 17. We consider cars which are characterized this time only by the exterior and interior colors; colors can be metallic.
Matching anti-patterns modulo
Definition 16 is extended to matching modulo E as follows:
Definition 18 (Solutions of anti-pattern matching modulo). For all q ∈ AT (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the solutions of the anti-pattern matching equation q ≺ ≺ E t are:
Let us look at several examples of anti-pattern matching modulo some usual equational theories:
Example 19. If we consider an associative theory for f than we can: -Check if some flat terms contain at least one element different from a (and this element is not the first or the last one)
-Check if some flat terms contain no a (except if the a is the first or the last one)
If we consider an AU theory for f than we can: -Check if some lists contain only a
If we consider that f is associative and commutative, then we have
Matching systems
In general, when solving a given matching equation, we decompose it in several simpler matching sub-problems grouped into a matching system. In the simple case of syntactic matching, the matching systems are just conjunctions of matching equations. When dealing with commutative matching, for example, we have to consider also disjunctions of matching equations. As we will see in the next sections, in the case of associative matching, the (variables of the) matching equations and thus the matching systems could be existentially quantified and the anti-pattern matching problems lead to universally quantified (variables in the patterns of) and negated matching equations. In this paper we consider thus E-matching systems S defined as follows:
wherex is an abbreviation for x 1 , . . . , x n and the universally quantified variables can appear only in patterns.
We use the notation D[S] to denote that the system S occurs in the context D and its free variables FVar(D) are defined as usual in predicate logic.
For the scope of this paper, we only consider matching systems with all the variables in the right-hand sides of their matching equations existentially quantified (over ground terms).
Definition 20 (Matching solutions). The set of solutions of a matching system S is denoted by Sol E (S) and defined by:
where q ∈ AT (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F).
Intuitively, the existentially quantified variables of a matching equation can be seen as auxiliary variables that are not in the domain of the substitution that solves the equation (see the A-Match algorithm in Section 5.2.1). The solutions of a matching system ∃x(q ≺ ≺ E t), are defined similarly to the case of terms: a ground substitution σ such that Dom(σ) = FVar(q)\{x} is an E-solution of this matching equation if there exists a ground substitution ρ, with domainx, such that σ is solution of the matching equation ρ(q) ≺ ≺ E ρ(t) and according to Definition 18 this is equivalent to ρ(t) ∈ σρ(q) E .
Universally quantified variables are strongly connected to anti-patterns and are used to check that the (anti-pattern) matching equation's solutions are independent of the instantiations for the corresponding variables (see the rule ElimAnti in Section 6.1). The solutions of a matching system ∀ȳ(q ≺ ≺ E t), where {ȳ} ⊆ FVar(q), are defined similarly: a ground substitution σ such that Dom(σ) = FVar(q i )\{y} is an E-solution of this matching equation if for all ground substitutions θ with domainȳ, σ is solution of the matching equation θ(q) ≺ ≺ E θ(t). According to Definition 18 and since {ȳ} ⊆ FVar(q) this is equivalent to t ∈ θ σθ(q) E .
Solving syntactic and AU pattern matching
In the next section we will provide algorithms to solve anti-pattern matching equations; algorithms whose starting point are the algorithms used for classical matching. In this section we recall a matching algorithm for solving classical matching equations in the syntactic case and we provide a rule-based presentation of an A-matching algorithm, which we later adapt for AU-matching. To our knowledge, this is the first explicit presentation of a rule-based approach for computing a complete set of solutions of A-matching problems. It derives from the presentation of (Adi and Kirchner, 1992) . It is also worth mentioning that a previous rule based presentation of a procedure for solving sequence unification problems has been given in (Kutsia, 2007) . This one can easily be adapted to solve A-matching problems. Another version tailored for flat matching problems has also been presented in (Kutsia, 2008) .
Syntactic matching
The solution of a matching system S (in the syntactic case), when it exists, is unique and is computed by a simple recursive algorithm (Huet, 1976) . This algorithm can be expressed by the set of rewrite rules Match, given below. The symbol ∧ is assumed to be associative, commutative and idempotent, S is any conjunction of matching equations, p i are patterns, t i are ground terms, x stands for any variable and f, g are any symbols from F:
The above rules are applied on the initial matching system and on the (sub-)systems obtained subsequently. The soundness and the completeness of Match is expressed as follows:
Theorem 21 (Kirchner and Kirchner (1999) ). The normal form by the rules in Match of any matching problem p ≺ ≺ t such that t ∈ T (F), exists and is unique.
(1) if it is of the form i∈I x i ≺ ≺ t i with I = ∅, then the substitution σ = {x i → t i } i∈I is the unique match from p to t, (2) if it is then p and t are identical, i.e. p = t, (3) if it is ⊥, then there is no match from p to t.
Associative matching
As opposed to syntactic matching, matching modulo an equational theory is undecidable as well as not unitary in general (Bürckert, 1990) . When decidable, matching problems can be quite expensive either to decide matchability or to enumerate complete sets of matchers. For instance, matchability is NP-complete for AU or AI (idempotency) (Benanav et al., 1987) . Also, counting the number of minimal complete set of matches modulo A or AU is #P-complete (Hermann and Kolaitis, 1995) .
In this section we focus on the particular useful case of matching modulo A and AU. The reason why we chose to detail these specific theories is their tremendous usefulness in rule-based programming languages such as Asf+Sdf (Brand et al., 2001) or Maude (Eker, 1992 (Eker, , 2003 for instance, or in the programming language of the Mathematica system (Wolfram, 2003) , where lists, and consequently list-matching, are omnipresent. A list-matching problem p ≺ ≺ t is a restricted case of AU-matching, where p and t must have the same top symbol (Reilles, 2006) .
Since associativity and neutral element are regular axioms (i.e. equivalent terms w.r.t. the axioms have the same set of variables), we can apply the combination results for matching modulo the union of disjoint regular equational theories (Nipkow, 1991; Ringeissen, 1996) to get a matching algorithm modulo the theory combination of an arbitrary number of A, AU as well as free symbols. Therefore we study in this section matching modulo A or AU of a single binary symbol f , whose unit is denoted e f . The only other symbols under consideration are free constants.
Matching associative patterns
We provide here a simple and intuitive A-matching algorithm that we prove correct and complete and that will be later adapted to anti-pattern matching. In terms of efficiency, more appropriate solutions were developed for instance in (Eker, 1992 (Eker, , 2003 .
Unification modulo associativity has been extensively studied (Plotkin, 1972; Makanin, 1977) . It is decidable, but infinitary, while A-matching is finitary. Our algorithm A-Match is described in Figure 1 and is quite reminiscent from (Nipkow, 1990) although not based on a Prolog resolution strategy. It strongly relies on the syntacticness of the associative theory; the main idea that characterizes a syntactic theory is to be able to decompose a given problem in a finite set of equivalent subproblems. As for the rewrite rules of Match, the rules of A-Match and of the other matching algorithms can be applied inside any context.
Utility rules:
PropagateSuccess 2 S ∨ → → Fig. 1 . A-Match: pi are patterns, ti are ground terms, and S is any conjunction of matching equations. Mutate is the most interesting rule, and it is a direct consequence of the fact that associativity is a syntactic theory. ∧, ∨ are the classical boolean connectors.
Proposition 22. Given a matching equation p ≺ ≺ A t with p ∈ T (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the application of A-Match always terminates.
If no solution is lost in the application of a transformation rule, the rule is called preserving. It is a sound rule if it does not introduce extra solutions.
Proposition 23. The rules in A-Match are sound and preserving modulo A.
The substitution solutions of an A-matching system can be built starting from the normal forms obtained by A-Match.
Theorem 24. Given a matching equation p ≺ ≺ A t, with p ∈ T (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the normal form w.r.t. A-Match exists and it is unique. It can only be of the following types:
(1) , then p and t are identical modulo A, i.e. p = A t, (2) ⊥, then there is no match from p to t, (3) a disjunction of conjunctions j∈J (∧ i∈I x ij ≺ ≺ A t ij ) with I, J = ∅, then the substitutions σ j = {x ij → t ij } i∈I,j∈J are all the matches from p to t.
Example 25. Applying A-Match for f ∈ F A , x, y ∈ X , and a, b, c, d ∈ T (F):
Matching associative patterns with unit elements
It is often the case that associative operators have a unit and we know since the early works on e.g. OBJ, that this is quite useful from a rule-based programming point of view. For example, a list L that contains the objects a and b can be expressed by the pattern f (x, f (a, f (y, f (b, z)))), where f is associative and x, y, z ∈ X , and this pattern matches f (a, b) ). When f has a unit e f , the previous pattern does match modulo AU the latter terms, producing the substitution {x → e f , y → e f , z → e f } for f (a, b), and {x → c, y → e f , z → e f } for f (c, f (a, b) ). However, A is a theory with a finite equivalence class, which is not the case of AU, and an immediate consequence is that the set of matches becomes trivially infinite. For instance, Sol(x ≺ ≺ AU a) = {{x → a}, {x → f (e f , a)}, {x → f (e f , f (e f , a))}, . . .}.
In order to obtain a matching algorithm for AU, we replace the SymbolClash rules in AMatch to appropriately handle unit elements (remember that we can assume, because of the modularity properties of AU theories, that we only have in F a single binary AU symbol f , and constants, including e f ):
In addition, we keep all the other transformation rules, only changing all match symbols from ≺ ≺ A to ≺ ≺ AU . The new system, named AU-Match, is clearly terminating without producing in general a minimal set of solutions. After proving its correctness, we will see what can be done in order to minimize the set of solutions.
Proposition 26. The rules of AU-Match are sound and preserving modulo AU.
In order to avoid redundant solutions we further consider that all the terms are in normal form w.r.t. the rewrite system U = {f (e f , x) → x, f (x, e f ) → x}. Therefore, we perform a normalized rewriting (Marché, 1996) modulo U. This technique ensures that before applying any rule from Figure 1 , the terms are in normal forms w.r.t. U.
The rule-based algorithms for solving syntactic, A and AU matching presented in this section will be adapted to solve anti-pattern matching problems.
Solving anti-pattern matching
In this section we expose several techniques for solving anti-pattern matching equations. Given an anti-pattern q and a ground term t, we first present a solution for transforming the equation q ≺ ≺ E t into an equational problem that has the same solutions and that no longer contains symbols. As this equational problem is very similar to a disunification one, we further analyze how disunification can be used to solve it (for the syntactic case). But disunification is too general, so we further propose more efficient approaches. We exemplify them on the AU case, but they can be easily adapted for other theories as well, including the empty one.
From anti-pattern matching to equational problems
A natural question that raises is how anti-pattern matching and equational problems are related. For instance, the interpretation of q ≺ ≺ t should not be q = t. Although this may be correct in the case of ground terms, like a ≺ ≺ b, it is not true in the general case. Take for example g(x) ≺ ≺ g(a), which according to Definition 16 has no solution. But the solutions of g(x) = g(a) are the solutions of x = a, e.g. x = b, x = c, etc. In this section we provide a way of transforming any anti-pattern matching problem into a corresponding equational one that has the same set of solutions.
Given an anti-pattern q and a ground term t, we consider the following transformation rule ElimAnti. This transforms an anti-pattern matching problem into an equational one:
if ∀ ω < ω, q(ω ) = and z a fresh variable An anti-pattern matching problem P not containing any symbol, is a first-order formula where the symbol not is the usual negation of predicate logic, the symbol ≺ ≺ E is interpreted as = E and the symbol ∀ is the usual universal quantification: ∀xP ≡ not(∃x not(P)). Therefore it is exactly an E-disunification problem. For instance, if we apply this rule on the example we provided earlier, g(x) ≺ ≺ g(a), we obtain ∃z z ≺ ≺ g(a) ∧ ∀x not(g(x) ≺ ≺ g(a)) which is equivalent with ∀x g(x) = g(a), that has no solution. Thus, for this example this transformation is valid. As shown below they are also valid in the general case:
Proposition 27. The rule ElimAnti is sound and preserving modulo E: it does not introduce extra solutions, and no solution is lost in the application of the rule.
The normal forms w.r.t. ElimAnti of anti-pattern matching problems are specific equational problems. Although equational problems are undecidable in general (Treinen, 1992) , even in case of A or AU theories, we will see that the specific equational problems issued from anti-pattern matching are decidable for the empty, A and AU theories.
Summarizing, if we know how to solve equational problems modulo E, then any antipattern matching problem modulo E can be translated into equivalent equational problems using ElimAnti and further solved.
Proposition 28. An anti-pattern matching problem can always be translated into an equivalent equational problem in a finite number of steps.
Solving syntactic anti-pattern matching via disunification
Using the rewrite rule ElimAnti, we can eliminate all symbols from any anti-pattern matching problem. The normal forms obtained with this rule have the following structure: ∃z q ≺ ≺ t ∧ ∀x not(∃z q ≺ ≺ t ∧ ∀x not(. . .)). In order to get a notation closer to that used in classical disunification algorithms we interpret the symbol ≺ ≺ as =, and we consider a set of boolean simplification rules, called DeMorgan, that is applied on these normal forms:
The resulting expression no longer contains any not, and thus is a classical equational problem that we call an anti-pattern disunification problem. Notice that the equalities and disequalities present in this kind of problems can be seen as another notation for matching equations and the negation of matching equations, respectively.
A natural way to solve these types of problems is to use a disunification algorithm such as described in (Comon and Lescanne, 1990) . As it is not of high interest for this paper, we do not present disunification in detail. Instead we give in Figure 2 the set of rules we consider. The interested reader can refer to (Comon and Lescanne, 1990 ) for a detailed presentation of disunification.
One can notice that the rules Universality 1 , Universality 5 and ExistsElim 2 are not sound if the set F contains only one symbol. Nevertheless, in this case there is no matching equation that can lead to a system handled by these rules: the only matching equation that leads to equations with quantified variables is x ≺ ≺ a which reduces to ∃z(q = a) ∧ ∀x(x = a) and thus, the corresponding reduction in this case does not involve the above rules. The algorithm is thus sound even in this particular case.
Disunification rules
Comon and Lescanne (1990) presents a set of disunification rules that is proved to be sound and preserving. Moreover, irreducible problems for these rules are definitions with constraints, i.e. either , ⊥ or a conjunction of equalities and disequalities. In Figure 2 we present this set of rules, but tailored for anti-pattern matching problems. It is still sound and preserving, but also ensures (Theorem 31) that for each problem a normal form exists and is unique. We will further call it AntiMatchDisunif.
From the classical presentation of disunification rules, three rules have been removed. They were no longer necessary in the restricted case of the anti-patterns, as their application conditions are never fulfilled.
Three new rules that are proved to be sound and preserving (Comon, 1988) have been added. They ensure the elimination of all variables that are existentially quantified. The justification is simple, and consists in showing that any problem containing an occurrence of an existentially quantified variable is reducible: if there is such a variable, one of the three introduced rules is tried. The condition z ∈ Var(S) prevents the application of the rules when one of the rules Replacement, or Merging, or Decompose, or Clash can be applied.
In (Comon and Lescanne, 1990) there is a clear separation between the elimination of parameters and the rules that reach definitions with constraints. But, as affirmed both in (Comon and Lescanne, 1990) and (Comon, 1988) , such a strict control is only for presentation purposes. In our algorithm, we use a single step approach.
Solved forms
In the following we show that an anti-pattern disunification problem resulting from the application of ElimAnti, followed by DeMorgan can be simplified by the rewrite system AntiMatchDisunif, given in Figure 2 , such that it does not contain any disjunction or disequality.
Example 29. If we consider f (x, y) ≺ ≺ f (a, b), the corresponding anti-pattern disunification problem is computed in the following way:
Removed rules: OccurCheck, Explosion, Elimination of disjunctions New rules: Proposition 30. Given an anti-pattern disunification problem, the normal form w.r.t. the rewrite system AntiMatchDisunif does not contain disjunctions or disequalities.
Theorem 31. Given an anti-pattern disunification problem, its normal form w.r.t. the rewrite system AntiMatchDisunif exists and is unique.
(1) when it is of the form i∈I x i = t i with I = ∅ and x i = x j for all i = j, the substitution σ = {x i → t i } i∈I is the solution of the matching problem,
(2) when it is , any substitution σ is a solution of the matching problem, (3) when it is ⊥, the matching problem has no solution.
Corollary 32. Anti-pattern matching is decidable and unitary.
Simple examples
Let us show on a few examples how the rules behave. First with one complement:
Of course complements can be nested as illustrated below:
We can also consider anti-pattern problems with variables, such as f ( a, x) ≺ ≺ f (b, c), whose solution is {x → c}. The pattern can be non-linear: f (x, x) ≺ ≺ f (a, b), leading to {x → a}. Nested negation and non-linearity can be combined:
Summing up the relations with disunification
When comparing anti-pattern problems with general disunification ones, there are many similarities, but some important differences also. In the anti-pattern case, a solved form contains no quantifier whereas disunification allows existential ones. Another important difference is the unitary property (Theorem 31) which is obviously not true for disunification: x = a has many solutions in general. Disunification contains rules (called globally preserving) that return an equational problem whose solutions are a subset of the given problem. The Explosion and the Elimination of disjunctions rules are such examples. In our case, the complexity is dramatically reduced since these rules are unnecessary.
More tailored approaches
As we saw in the previous section, solving equational problems resulting from normalization with ElimAnti can be performed with techniques like disunification. But these techniques were designed to cover more general problems, and in our case, a more efficient and tailored approach can be developed. Given a finitary E-match algorithm, a first solution would be to normalize each match equation separately, then to combine the results using replacements and some cleaning rules (as ForAll, NotOr, NotTrue, NotFalse from Figure 3 ). This approach can be used to effectively solve syntactic, A, AU, and AC anti-pattern matching problems. We further detail the AU case.
A specific case: AU anti-pattern matching
We consider the algorithm AU-AntiMatch in Figure 3 on the following page that applies the corresponding rules by giving a higher priority to ElimAnti.
Note that instead of giving a higher priority to ElimAnti the algorithm can be decomposed in two steps: first normalize with ElimAnti to eliminate all symbols, then apply all the other rules.
We further prove that the algorithm is correct. Moreover, the normal forms of its application on an AU anti-pattern matching equation do not contain any or not symbols. Actually they are the same as the ones exposed in Theorem 24.
Proposition 33. The application of AU-AntiMatch is sound and preserving.
Theorem 34. The normal forms of AU-AntiMatch are AU-matching problems in solved form.
AU-AntiMatch is a general algorithm, that solves any anti-pattern matching problem. Note that it can produce 2 n matching equations, where n is the number of symbols in the initial problem. For instance, applying ElimAnti on a, a) ). Note that all equations have the same right-hand sides f (a, a), and almost the same left-hand sides f (a, ). Therefore, when solving the second equation for instance, we perform some matches that were already done when solving the first one. This approach is clearly not optimal, and in the following we propose a more efficient one.
A more efficient algorithm
In this section we consider a subclass of anti-patterns, called P ureFVars, and we present a more efficient algorithm that has the same complexity as AU-Match. In particular, it does no longer produce the 2 n equations introduced by AU-AntiMatch.
Definition 35 (PureFVars). Given F,X we define a subclass of anti-patterns:
The anti-patterns in P ureFVars are special cases of non-linearity respecting that at any position, we don't find a term that has a free variable in one of its children, and the same variable under a in another child. For instance, f (x, x) ∈ P ureFVars, f ( x, x) ∈ P ureFVars, but f (x, x) ∈ P ureFVars.
We consider the algorithm AU-AntiMatchEfficient that corresponds to AU-AntiMatch, where the rule ElimAnti is replaced by the rule
which has no specific priority.
Note that our algorithms are finitary and based on decomposition. Therefore, when considering syntactic or regular theories the composition results for matching algorithms are still valid. Note also that P ureFVars is trivially stable w.r.t. this algorithm and that now the rules apply on problems that potentially contain symbols. For instance, we may apply the rule Mutate on f (a, b) ≺ ≺ AU f (a, a). The application of the rewrite rules describing the algorithm is still terminating, with the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 22, but the proof of Proposition 26 is no longer valid in this new case. The correctness of the algorithm has to be established again:
Proposition 36. The application of AU-AntiMatchEfficient on any anti-pattern matching problem q ≺ ≺ AU t, with q ∈ P ureFVars, is sound and preserving.
This approach is much more efficient, as no duplications are being made. Let us see on a simple example:
We continue in a similar way for D 1 ,D 2 and we finally obtain the solution {x → a}.
In practice, when implementing an anti-pattern matching algorithm, one can imagine the following approach: a traversal of the term is done, and if the special non-linear case is detected (i.e. the term is not in P ureFVars), then AU-AntiMatch is applied; otherwise we apply AU-AntiMatchEfficient. This is the method used in the Tom compiler for instance.
In this section we presented several techniques to solve anti-pattern matching problems: using disunification, using a more specific algorithm, and finally a more efficient approach for a subclass which encompasses most of the practical cases. We also conjecture that modifying the universal quantification of ElimAnti' to only quantify variables that respect the condition FVar(q 1 ) ∩ NFVar(q 2 ) = ∅ of P ureFVars, would still lead to a sound and complete algorithm. For instance, when applying ElimAnti' to f (x, x), the variable x would not be quantified. This algorithm has been experimented and tested without showing any counter example. Proving this conjecture is part of our future work.
Related work
Negation is part of our common way of reasoning, and therefore it has been widely studied and integrated in programming languages. Consequently, there is a huge amount of work that can be related in a way or another with the content of this paper. In spite of this, the anti-patterns are quite a novelty for pattern matching languages. It is important to stress that we introduced the anti-patterns with the purpose of having a compact and permissive representation to match ground terms: the use of nested negations replaces the use of conjunctions and/or disjunctions and there is no restriction to linear terms for example. When using them with lists, they can spare the user of writing even more complex constructions, like loops combined with conditional statements. It is also a useful representation which is both intuitive and easy to compile in an efficient way. In the context of Tom, general algorithms such as disunification (Comon, 1991; Comon and Lescanne, 1990; Comon, 1988) could have been used. But since pattern-matching is the main execution mechanism, we were interested in a specialized approach that is both simpler and more efficient.
This section is divided in two parts: the first one describes some approaches that are closer to syntactic anti-patterns, while the second one mostly focuses on AU anti-patterns.
Syntactic anti-patterns
A way of expressing exclusion by the means of counter-examples was presented in (Lassez and Marriott, 1987) : typically, the expression f (x, y)/{f (a, u) ∨ f (u, a)} represents all the ground instances of f (x, y), different from f (a, u) and f (u, a). Even though this is a useful and close approach, it is more restrictive than the anti-patterns. Consider for example the anti-pattern f (a, b), that cannot be represented by terms with counter-examples, unless we allow the counter-examples to also have counter-examples, i.e. z/{f (a, y/{b})} -an issue not addressed in (Lassez and Marriott, 1987) . Moreover, the application domain of terms with counter-examples was rather machine learning than efficient term rewriting. This may explain why they restricted to linear terms and studied if these types of expressions have an equivalent representation using disjunctions. Actually, complementing non-linear terms was not very much addressed (except for disunification) and standard algorithms that computes complements are incorrect for non-linear terms, as mentioned in (Momigliano, 2000) . Complementing higher order patterns is also considered only in the linear case.
Although the syntax of set constraints (Aiken and Wimmers, 1992; Müller et al., 1997; Aiken et al., 1995; Charatonik and Pacholski, 1994) allows the use of complement without any restriction of linearity or level of complement, we are not aware of any good semantics for the general case. Moreover, despite the fact that theoretically it is possible to have a constraint of the form f (a, b) ⊆ ¬f (a, ¬b), existing implementations do not allow the complement in its fully generality. For example the CLP(Set) language in BProlog 3 allows the use of the symbol '\' as a unary operator representing the complement. However, it is only defined for variables, and not for constants. Another example is CLP(SC) (Foster, 1996) , where we are restricted to use only predicates of arity 0 and 1, which obviously cannot have the same expressiveness as anti-patterns. Besides that, it does not provide variable assignments. Constraints over features trees (Baader et al., 1993; Aït-Kaci et al., 1994; Backofen and Smolka, 1995) include the exclusion constraint which is a formula of the form ¬∃y(xf y), which says that the feature f is undefined for x, i.e. there is no edge that starts from x labeled with f. A more complex semantics of nested negations is not provided, for example to express that there is no 'a' in relation with x, unless x is in relation with 'b'.
CDuce 4 allows for the use of complement when declaring types but it restricts it to be used on types alone, and do not deal with variables complements.
Asf+Sdf has a basic form of negative matching condition, denoted p!:=t, but negations inside the patterns like for instance f (!a) are not supported. Consequently, nested negations are not supported as well.
The constrained terms, as defined in (Comon, 1988) , can be used to obtain the semantics of some anti-patterns. They may have constraints -conjunction of disequalities -attached to their variables. Considering for example f (a, b), this is semantically equivalent to f (a, z), constrained by z = b. But for a more complex expression, like f (a, g(b, c)), this approach is not expressive enough because the use of disjunctions in the constraints is not allowed.
AU anti-patterns
Although we generalized the notion of anti-patterns to an arbitrary equational theory, most of the employed examples and algorithms in this paper concern AU anti-patterns. As we deal with terms (seen as trees), the pattern matching on XML documents is probably the closest to this work -as XML documents are trees built over associativecommutative symbols. We compare in this section the capabilities to express negative conditions of the main query languages with our approach based on anti-patterns.
TQL (Cardelli and Ghelli, 2004 ) is a query language for semi-structured data based on the ambient logic that can be used to query XML files. It is a very expressive language and it can be used to capture most of the examples we provided along the paper. Moreover, TQL supports unlimited negation. The data model of TQL is unordered, it relies on AC operators and unary ones. Therefore, syntactic patterns are not supported in their full generality. For instance, it is not possible to express a pattern such as f (a, b).
More generally, syntactic anti-patterns and associative operators cannot be combined. In (Cardelli and Ghelli, 2004) , the authors state that the extension of TQL with ordering is an important open issue. Compared to TQL, Tom is a mature implementation that can be easily integrated in a Java programming environment. It also offers good performance when dealing with large documents.
XDO2 (Zhang et al., 2005) is another query language for XML. It expresses negation with the use of a not-predicate, thus being able to support nested negations and negation of sub-trees. For instance, the following query retrieves the companies that don't have employees who have the sex M and age 40 : In (Zhang et al., 2005 ) the authors present the main features of the language, but they do not provide the semantics for negation in the general case. The examples that they offer in (Zhang et al., 2005) are simple cases of negations, easy to express both in TQL and in the presented anti-pattern framework. Note also that non-linearity (which is a difficult and important part) was not studied in (Zhang et al., 2005) .
XQuery provides a function not() for supporting negations. It can only be applied on a boolean argument, and returns the inverse value of its argument. The language also provides constructs like some and every which can be used to obtain the semantics of some anti-patterns. But this gives quite complicated queries that could be a lot simpler and compact by using anti-patterns.
Conclusion
We defined and studied in this paper the notion of anti-patterns and showed how they are integrated in the Tom language and the expressiveness they add to its patternmatching capabilities.
For this we first defined their semantics in both the syntactical and equational case. We extended the classical notion of matching patterns and ground terms to matching between anti-patterns and ground terms. Based on the syntacticness of AU theory, we presented a rule-based algorithm for solving AU matching problems, which we later extended to solve anti-pattern matching problems. We also investigated how disunification can be used to solve syntactical anti-pattern matching, and we proved that anti-pattern matching is unitary and that the computed solved forms do not contain any disequality -properties that are not true for general disunification problems. We finally explored more efficient approaches, which we also exemplified on the AU theory.
The work in this paper opens a number of challenging directions like proving the correctness of the last algorithm presented as a conjecture.
We also plan to study some theoretical properties such as the confluence, termination, and complete definition of systems that include anti-patterns. For instance, suppose that we have a rewrite system composed of several rewrite rules, some of which have their lefthand sides anti-patterns. How can we check the confluence and the termination of this system? Is it complete? The study of confluence induces approching another challenging question: the study of unification problems in the presence of anti-patterns.
Therefore for the right-hand side of the rule φ 1 = {{ t 1 }, { t 2 }, { t 1 + t 2 }, { t 1 }, { t 1 + t 2 }, { t 2 }} strictly smaller that the size of the left-hand side {{1 + t 1 + t 2 }}. This implies that φ 1 is decreasing, and although φ 2 increases (because we add new variables), φ is lexicographically decreasing.
• Replacement: we deal with two types of variables -the free and the quantified ones:
· when replacing a free variable, the size remains constant, as all the variables are in the left-hand sides. Therefore φ 1 is constant, but φ 2 is strictly decreasing. · when introduced (by the rule Mutate), a quantified variable appears twice: once on the left-hand side of an equation, and once on the right-hand side. Therefore, this occurrence on the left-hand side, when instantiated, will be used to replace the one in the right-hand side. But, as we noticed before, they can only be instantiated with a term smaller than their size. Consequently, when replaced in an equation E, the size of E decreases. Therefore φ 1 is strictly decreasing. Thus, in both cases φ is decreasing. 2 Proposition 23. The rules in A-Match are sound and preserving modulo A.
Proof. The rule Mutate is a direct consequence of the decomposition rules for syntactic theories presented in (Kirchner and Klay, 1990) . The rest of the rules are usual ones for which these results have been obtained for example in (Comon and Kirchner, 2001 ). 2 Theorem 24. Given a matching equation p ≺ ≺ A t, with p ∈ T (F, X ) and t ∈ T (F), the normal form w.r.t. A-Match exists and it is unique. It can only be of the following types:
Proof. From Proposition 22 a normal form always exists. Moreover, if the normal forms have one of the stated forms, from Proposition 23 we can infer that it is unique, as after the application of A-Match we have the same solutions as the initial problem. Therefore, we have to prove that (i) all the quantifiers are eliminated and (ii) all match-equation's left-hand sides are variables of the initial equation. We only have existential quantifiers, introduced by Mutate, which are distributed to each conjunction by Exists 2 and later eliminated by the rules Exists 3 and Exists 1 . The validity of the condition of this latter rule is ensured by the rule Replacement, which leaves only one occurrence of each variable in a conjunction. On the other hand, we never eliminate free variables in a conjunction (only some duplicates), which justifies (ii). Finally, all normal forms are necessarily of the form (1), (2) or (3), otherwise a rule could be further applied. 2
Lemma 25. Let t 1 and t 2 be two ground terms. Matching them modulo AU is equivalent to match modulo A their U-normal forms (denoted t 1↓ U and t 2↓ U ):
Proof. Direct application of (Huet, 1980, Theorem 3.3) , since the unit rules are linear and terminating modulo A, and associativity is regular. 2
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 23, we know that the rules are sound and preserving modulo A. In order to be also valid modulo AU, they have to remain valid in the presence of the equations for neutral elements, as defined in Section 3. Let us first see the preserving property of the rules:
• ConstantClash, Replacement, Delete, DistribAnd, PropagateSuccess 1 , PropagateClash 1 , PropagateSuccess 2 , PropagateClash 2 , Exists 1 , Exists 2 , Exists 3 : these rules do not depend on the theory we consider.
• Mutate: we need to prove that for σ ∈ Sol(f (p 1 , p 2 ) = AU f (t 1 , t 2 )), there exists ρ such that at least one of the following is true:
which are equivalent, by Lemma 25, to:
We have the following possible cases:
, which implies (by the rule Mutate that was proved to be A-preserving) the disjunction of the three cases above. (2) only f (σρ(p 1 ), σρ(p 2 )) can be reduced by U:
which again implies the three cases above. (b) σρ(p 1 ) ↓ U = e f . This results in σρ(p 2 ) ↓ U = A f (ρ(t 1 ), ρ(t 2 )) which is equivalent with the second case for ρ(x) = ρ(t 1 ). (c) σρ(p 2 ) ↓ U = e f . Implies the second case with ρ(x) = ρ(t 2 ). (3) only f (ρ(t 1 ), ρ(t 2 )) can be reduced. As above, we consider all the three possible cases reasoning exactly in the same fashion. (4) both f (σρ(p 1 ), σρ(p 2 )) and f (ρ(t 1 ), ρ(t 2 )) are reducible. This case is just the combination of all the possibilities we have enumerated above, therefore nine cases, which are solved similarly.
has no solution as SymbolClash can be applied. If at least one of them is equal to e f , we have the exact correspondence with the right-hand side of the rule:
• SymbolClash + 2 : The same reasoning as above.
The soundness justification follows the same pattern. For example, for the rule Mutate, which is the most interesting one, we have to prove that there exists ρ, such that that given σ which validates at least one of the disjunctions, we obtain the left-hand side of the rule. As above, first case is when only σρ(p 1 ) and σρ(p 2 ) can be reduced by U, and
) is obviously true. The rest of the cases are similar. 2 Proposition 27. The rule ElimAnti is sound and preserving modulo E: it does not introduce extra solutions, and no solution is lost in the application of the rule.
Proof. We consider a position ω such that q[ q ] ω and ∀ ω < ω, q(ω ) = . Considering as usual that Sol(A∧B) = Sol(A)∩Sol(B) we have the following result for the right-hand side of the rule:
From Definition 16, Sol(∃z q[z] ω ≺ ≺ E t) is equal to: {σ | Dom(σ) = FVar(q[z])\{z} and ∃ρ, Dom(ρ) = {z}, s.t. t ∈ σρ(q[z] ω ) E } (1) Also from Definition 16, Sol(∀x ∈ FVar(q ) not(q[q ] ω ≺ ≺ E t)) is equal to:
We denote by σ p a substitution such that Dom(σ) = FVar(p) and for the left part of the rule ElimAnti, by Definition 18, we have:
Now it remains to check the equivalence of (3) with the intersection of (1) 
But σ does not instantiate z, and this means that the ground semantics will give to z all the possible values for the right part of (4). In the same time, having ρ existentially quantified allows z to be instantiated with any value such that t ∈ σρ(q[z] ω ) E is valid, and therefore (4) is true. As as we considered an arbitrary occurrence of , we can conclude that the rule is sound and preserving, wherever it is applied on a term. 2
Proof. We showed in the proof of Proposition 27 that ElimAnti preserves the solutions if applied on a matching problem. Each of its applications transforms one equation into two equivalent equations (that preserve solutions). Each new equation contains less occurrences of , therefore, for a finite number n of symbols, ElimAnti terminates and it is easy to show that the normal forms contain at most 2 n equations and disequations. 2
Proposition 30. Given an anti-pattern disunification problem, the normal form w.r.t. the rewrite system AntiMatchDisunif does not contain disjunctions or disequalities.
Proof. We consider an anti-pattern q ∈ AT (F, X ), and an arbitrary application of ElimAnti:
If a disequality or a disjunction is produced, it comes from the not(q[q ] ω = t). We now consider the variables that occur in this expression. Each of them belongs to one of the following classes:
(1) the free variables of q , (2) the free variables of q[q ] ω -excepting the free variables of q , (3) the variables of q[q ] ω that are not free.
In the following we show that the normal form cannot contain such a variable. Therefore, the normalization of ∀x ∈ FVar(q ), not(q[q ] ω = t) leads to either or ⊥:
(1) these are universally quantified variables, and they will be eliminated by Universality rules, (2) let us consider y ∈ F Var(q[q ] ω )\FVar(q ), and let us suppose that the reduction of not(q[q ] ω = t) generates the disequality y = t |ω1 , then the reduction of the first part ∃z q[z] ω = t will generate y = t |ω2 , with ω 2 = ω 1 because t and the skeleton of q are the same in both parts. By applying the Replace rule, all the occurrences of y = t |ω1 are transformed in t |ω1 = t |ω1 and later eliminated, (3) any variable that is not free (i.e. is under a ) will be universally quantified by a further application of the rule ElimAnti, therefore later eliminated by Universality 1 or Universality 2 . 2 Theorem 31. Given an anti-pattern disunification problem, its normal form w.r.t. the rewrite system AntiMatchDisunif exists and is unique.
(1) when it is of the form i∈I x i = t i with I = ∅ and x i = x j for all i = j, the substitution σ = {x i → t i } i∈I is the solution of the matching problem, (2) when it is , any substitution σ is a solution of the matching problem, (3) when it is ⊥, the matching problem has no solution.
Proof. By applying Proposition 30. 2 Proposition 33. The application of AU-AntiMatch is sound and preserving.
Proof. For ElimAnti these properties were shown in the proof of Proposition 27. Similarly, Proposition 26 states the sound and preserving properties for the rules of AU-Match. The rest of the rules are trivial. 2 Theorem 34. The normal forms of AU-AntiMatch are AU-matching problems in solved form.
Proof. The normal forms clearly do not contain any symbols, as we normalize with the rule ElimAnti. Universal quantifications are also eliminated by the rule ForAll followed by Exists 1 , Exists 2 , and Exists 3 . Let us now prove that the not symbols are also eliminated. The matching equations containing only ground terms are clearly reduced to either or ⊥ and further eliminated. The variables under the not symbol can be of two types: quantified -which will be eliminated by the rule Exists 1 -and not quantified. In this case, it means that they were not under a symbol, and therefore they are free variables that we can find in the context of not. In other words, for any x i ≺ ≺ AU t i under the not symbol, where x i is not universally quantified, there exists a corresponding x i ≺ ≺ AU t i in the context. Given that, the rule Replacement will transform the equations under the not in simpler equations that will be further reduced to . 2 Proposition 36. The application of AU-AntiMatchEfficient on any anti-pattern matching problem q ≺ ≺ AU t, with q ∈ P ureFVars, is sound and preserving.
Proof. The most interesting rule is Mutate. First, let us prove the preserving property: according to Definition 16, if σ ∈ Sol(f (p 1 , p 2 ) ≺ ≺ AU f (t 1 , t 2 )) then f (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ f (σ(p 1 ), σ(p 2 )) AU , with σ ∈ GS(f (p 1 , p 2 )). This implies, according to Definition 12, that there exists a term t such that t ∈ f (σ(p 1 ), σ(p 2 )) and f (t 1 , t 2 ) = AU t. Moreover t ∈ f (σ(p 1 ), σ(p 2 )) implies that t = f (u, v) with u ∈ σ(p 1 ) and v ∈ σ(p 2 ) . Furthermore, since f (t 1 , t 2 ) and f (u, v) contain no anti-patterns, f (t 1 , t 2 ) = AU f (u, v) is equivalent (according to Proposition 26) to (t 1 = AU u ∧ t 2 = AU v) ∨ ∃x(t 2 = AU f (x, v) ∧ f (t 1 , x) = AU u) ∨ ∃x(t 1 = AU f (u, x) ∧ f (x, t 2 ) = AU v). Since u ∈ σ(p 1 ) and v ∈ σ(p 2 ) we have thus, that (t 1 ∈ σ(p 1 ) AU ∧ t 2 ∈ σ(p 2 ) AU ) ∨ (t 2 ∈ σ(f (x, p 2 )) AU ∧ f (t 1 , x) ∈ σ(p 1 ) AU ) ∨ (t 1 ∈ σ(f (p 1 , x)) AU ∧ f (x, t 2 ) ∈ σ(p 2 ) AU ) which means exactly that σ is the solution of the right-hand side of our initial reduction if σ ∈ GS(p 1 ) and σ ∈ GS(p 2 ). According to the restriction of the class P ureFVars, it is not possible to have a variable that is free in f (p 1 , p 2 ) and not free in p 1 or p 2 and therefore σ ∈ GS(f (p 1 , p 2 )) is equivalent to σ ∈ GS(p 1 ) and σ ∈ GS(p 2 ). Consequently, we have that the rule preserves the solutions. The soundness follows the same reasoning. The proof for the rest of the rules is trivial. 2
